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Let’s Shift How We Look at Balance

My goal and the space I hold for you:

To become the example of balanced and joyful motherhood.

In the way that serves YOU. 

Through uncovering and activating your sense of purpose and your badass self.

Because life serves up challenges that can throw us off.



The Formula for Balancing Motherhood

FIVE + SEX + SEVEN



FIVE = YOUR BODY VEHICLE

SPIRITUAL

MENTAL

EMOTIONAL

PHYSICAL

SOCIAL



SPIRITUAL
Your connectedness with something greater than 
and/or outside of yourself. (DOES NOT have to be 
religion) Faith and trust in the process of life. 
Becoming a mother is a spiritual event. How can 
you continue to nurture this?

Why it’s important: Keeps you grounded, more 
present and grateful



MENTAL
Being stimulated and engaged in things that 
interest you. Activating your skill sets and feeling 
productive and in purpose.

Why it’s important: Takes you out of monotony of 
motherhood. Opens up creative space and allows 
for more personal growth.



EMOTIONAL
Safe, stable and secure in your feelings. 
Expressing yourself in a healthy way.

Why it’s important: Healthy emotional management 
is a superpower and sets a profound example for 
our children. 



PHYSICAL
Feeling healthy in your body and having habits that 
support you in operating from a healing state.

Why it’s important: Our physical health is connected 
to everything in our lives.



SOCIAL
Your relationships and interactions with other 
people.

Why it’s important: Synergistic relationships support 
us in being our best selves. It takes a village!



SEX
The part of balance that we all want to talk about, but are afraid to.

BEWARE OF TOTS!!!!

TOUCHED OUT

OVERSTRESSED

TURNED OFF



How to minimize effects of TOTs

Touched out → open to receive

Overstressed → proactive

Turned off → connected

So that you can have an orgasmic experience of your life



You are a Powerful Creator

1. Make goals for your life
2. Create relationship standards for your intimate relationship
3. Create a vision board
4. Ask for what you want - whether it’s food, time to yourself or passionate 

love-making. Speak up.
5. Exercise
6. Be by yourself - ALONE time is a huge part of counterbalancing being 

touched out 



Your Natural State is that of a Badass Goddess

1. Take a bath.
2. Say affirmations to yourself in the mirror. 
3. Wear something that makes you feel feminine and beautiful.
4. Dance.
5. Meditate or pray.
6. Yoga or stretching.



You are a Super Model

1. Connect with a friend or loved one virtually or in person.
2. Share your wins and successes with those around you.
3. Involve your children in a self-care activity of yours.
4. Give someone in your life affirmation and/or gratitude.
5. Write and recite a mission/vision/purpose/passion statement for your life. 
6. Have a practice/habit around personal growth 



SEVEN = BALANCE

B reath

A qua

L engthen

A qua

N utrition

C leanse

E nergize



BALANCEd Habits

Breath
A life essential!
Examples: breathing exercises, cardio activity

Aqua
Hydrate, hydrate, hydrate!
Examples: drink the amount of water your body needs

Lengthen
Moving your body in an intentional way.
Examples: stretching, yoga

Anaerobic 
Strength and response to stress.
Examples: squats, plank hold

Nutrition
Eating that is intuitive and nourishing.
Examples: salad a day, sitting down to eat a meal without 
technology

Cleanse
Detox more than you intox
Examples: technology-free time, sugar free days

Energize
Feed your mind and spirit
Examples: meditate, journal



It’s a Journey and a Process

Accountability is key. Without it, we go right back into our old 
habits and environments — enlist a buddy, a coach, your 
support systems. Use this community and ask questions and 
engage.



Some Affirmations

Whatever the “thing” is...it’s not stronger than you. IT IS YOU.

You have an incredible opportunity to create deeper intimacy in the most important 
relationship you’ll ever have. (IN-TO-MEE-I-SEE)

The greatest gift you can give your children is a more joyful, balanced you.

Let’s keep the cup full, and give from the saucer.



Thank you!

DM me @sarahmbivens or email me 
sarah@sarahbivens.com for notes

mailto:sarah@sarahbivens.com

